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The Machine Vision Industry is a world of creating data from light. An Industry of reading reflected rays of lights to learn its
story. It is a field where the more light we receive, the more we can learn; to dig deeper and learn more about its story. The
exposure provides more data points and uncovers hidden layers of information. This is where you can see Multispectral
Illumination. It is a lighting system that can draw out more information and knowledge about a product.

RGB Illumination: First Steps Towards Multispectral
Multispectral Lights first started taking shape for Metaphase Lighting
Technologies with the development of the RGB Line Light. The RGB Line
Light was created for large web press machines to inspect their print
quality. We needed to create a broad band and variable light source to
inspect the many different colors of ink, which was not an easy task. We
first started off by using discrete RED, Green, and Blue LEDs. We then
created custom drivers to control the different wavelength LEDs which
were independent of each other. This allowed us control of the output
of light to vary the color output. This allowed us to use the best color to
maximize contrast between the different ink colors. This could be as simple as changing the light color from Red to Blue, or a more complex color
such as orange or purple by mixing different colors to create a custom
RGB level. The technology developed with our RGB Line Light became
the basis for our Multispectral Line Light.

RGB Line Light for Print Inspection

Demand for Multispectral Analysis:

In the machine vision world, there began to be a growing demand by end users to do more in-depth inspection systems.
End users wanted to see different features in different spectrums. They wanted to not just gather exposures and data
points from the visible spectrum, but also in the NIR Spectrum. By taking exposures in multiple spectrums, we could see all
the features we needed. This included colors and in the NIR spectrum it included subsurface defects. This would provide
more data points, better analysis and deeper level inspection systems. On the surface this doesn’t sound too hard. You
can use one camera system and one lighting system to take care of the visible spectrum. Then a second system, using an
NIR enhanced camera and IR light source for the NIR exposure. But in a world where machines are getting smaller and
smaller, where space is at a premium, and machines needing to be lower in cost, using less components and less set-up
time, the multiple cameras and multiple lighting system approach is not the ideal scenario. This opens the door for technology to come up with a solution for a simpler and more cost effective camera and light source solution.
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For the camera part of this solution, Camera companies began putting multiple sensors in a single line scan camera; RGB
sensors form their color camera, and NIR sensors form their IR cameras. This would allow one Camera to grab Visible and
NIR images at the same time or asynchronously.
For the lighting, we had to create a lighting solution combing Visible and NIR llumination. Controlling four different types
of LEDs, with 4 different wavelengths posed quite a challenge. We needed to be able to control different wavelengths in a
single unit and keep its unit compact in size. Luckily, we had a solid base of experience from our RGB Line Light. In order
to fit the extra NIR LEDs (or UV for some applications) and control drivers, we had to move to a more advanced PCB Board.
We needed to start utilizing a multi-level board with traces that were embedded below the surface of the
PCB Board, to fit all the extra traces. An advance board design many machine vision lighting companies do not venture
into due to the high cost and complexity of the design. Once completed, this allowed us to have independent control of
each color to freely change their intensity and mix the color output as needed providing ultimate control to create a tunable
multispectral light source.
Not only did the electronics pose a challenge, so did the optics. By using a discrete LED layout, it allowed us to use some
of the highest performance surface mount LEDs on the market, but would create potential spacing issues between like-color LEDs. With a potential large gap between the LEDs, we were concerned about uniformity and linearizing the light to prevent spottiness of the light intensity. We also needed a quality diffuser that would properly blend the visible color together
when we needed to create custom color, such as, an orange or purple, all while limiting the loss of its intensity. For us, we
worked with one of our long-time optics partners. Together, after months of testing, we created a custom level diffuser that
not only provided great homogeneity of the light but was also effectively efficient on projecting a large percentage of the
light onto the object.

Technology & Optics behind the Multispectral Line Light

One Camera + One Multispectral Light Source = Multiple Applications, Multiple Solutions
With Multispectral Cameras and Illumination Solutions, we can solve many more application issues then we have in the
past. When using NIR LEDs to compliment the visible LEDs (either RGB or white), we can start to bring out features that
would be hidden to the naked eye, or in the vision world, the Visible Spectrum Sensor. A great example of this would be
monetary inspection. By using a variety of different wavelengths, we brought out different details of the print, the different
layers of ink, and even began to see some of the different counterfeit security features.

Left: Full Color Image; Middle: using Blue Light; Right: 850nm (IR)
Here you can see the benefits of imaging a product in different ranges within the spectrums. The left image we can we
see all of the color of the bill. We can check for correction on the visible color ink that the user wouldn’t clearly see. On the
middle image, we used Blue light to image the product. By using the lower wavelength, we can see just the print on the
surface of the Euro. With Blue’s low penetration level, we do not have to worry about bringing out feature or print that is
on the sub-surface. This allows us to focus on quality of the first layer. With the Right image, we are going to the opposite
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side of the Spectrum, 850 NIR. In the NIR spectrum, a vast-majority of the print disappears, with only print on the right side
of the Euro being visible. While this may seem strange, it is intended. The ink is printed in a way where it only becomes
visible in the NIR spectrum. For the everyday user, they would not be aware of the hidden ink, even counterfeiters. But,
when someone who wants to verify the authenticity of the bill, say a bank clerk, this can be great way to spot a fake bill.
Another example would be for fruit & vegetable sorting
and inspection, especially for fruit. Many companies not
only want to sort their fruit by color (say ripe fruit vs nonripe fruit) but they also look for bruising. Under NIR light,
we can penetrate past the surface and see deeper into
the apple, think like a soft x-ray.

Sorting can also be improved by adding NIR to the mix.
By adding NIR, not only can we sort by color but we can
also find contaminants by the way they react to NIR.

A
B
Nut Sorting: Image A) Visible Image B) NIR for finding
stray nuts or contaminants
Apple bruising under NIR
Another popular Multispectral Application is PCB Inspection. By using Blue or UV light that has low penetration power
we can look at the components on the surface of the circuit board. With the low penetration power, we can reduce noise
by minimizing the visibility of embedded components such as traces. But when we do want to see the embedded components, we can switch to the NIR spectrum. The higher penetration power of the NIR, we can bring out the embedded
components to be examined for breaks or defects.
UV/Blue
White
IR

Surface Layer
Bottom Layer

Different Wavelength Pentration
A
B
PCB Inspection – A) Visible looking at components on surface. B) NIR channel shows embedded traces below the surface
As you can see with from the examples above, being able to image a product not just in the Visible Spectrum but also in
the NIR Spectrum can enhance your inspection systems.

Going Low Spectrum: Visible + UV Multispectral Light Source;

In the same way of adding the NIR component to the visible, adding UV Spectral LED can also help provide more information and enhance inspection systems. With the UV Spectrum LEDs, you can use them in two ways. For its low penetration
power, like the PCB Inspection example, or you can use it for making a product or feature fluoresce. Typically, when you
make a product fluoresce, it fluoresces back in the Visible Spectrum (typically blue, green, or orange). While our light is
multispectral (being UV and Visible), for the camera its trying to see two different visible images. With advanced camera
features, such as Cycling Mode in Teledyne Dalsa ‘s Linea series, the camera can change settings with every line and cycle through configurations. That means for every line or exposure, you can use a different light source to alternate between
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a full visible image and fluorescing image. For our light source, we would strobe our light asynchronously between the UV
and Visible Spectrum LEDs to match the cycle or exposure configuration of the camera. This can be achieved by using a
high-speed strobe controls, like our ULC-2. Our lights can strobe and keep up with some of the fastest line and area scan
applications on the market by being able to strobe up to 50khz.
Here we will show some different examples. Going back to PCB Inspection, below is an example of a Visible Image, using
visible light from our Multispectral Light Source and another image where we are using UV Light to fluoresce the protective
conformal coating applied to the circuits. Here we were able use one camera + one light source by taking multiple exposures with the UV and Visible Spectral Lighting.

PCB Under Visible Light

PCB with UV, looking for fluorescing conformal coating

Another great example is looking for UV inks.

There are many more examples of applications that were solved using multispectral vision systems such as looking for
pieces of rubber gloves or glass in processed meat. As users learn more about the benefits of Multispectral illumination,
the more applications that will be solved or enhanced by using Multispectral based systems.

Multispectral Illumination & The Future:

Multispectral can be a cost effective and powerful tool for machine vision users. The benefits could be as simple as reducing costs by using less lights, cameras, and shortening install times. All the way to helping pull out more data about a
product for a more in-depth analysis and providing a higher quality inspection system. As Multispectral systems advance,
such as blending Metaphase’s new SWIR Illumination technology, they will become an even more powerful vision system
for machine vision users.
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